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* Prices and availability subject to change.

Google Home
For now, the race for control of 
your home devices is between 
Amazon and Google. Much like 
Alexa, Google’s personal as-
sistant (“OK, Google”) ensures 
that those days of getting o�  the 
couch to turn on a light or to 
adjust the room’s temperature 
is so 2016. Best Buy, $129.

Samsung’s Family Hub 
French Door Refrigerator
� e kitchen is a gathering place, and 

the 21.5-inch Wi-Fi-enabled touchscreen 
on Samsung’s smart fridge is the new 
focal point. � e screen displays news, 
weather, to-do lists, calendar events, and 
shopping lists. A trio of built-in cameras 
means having to never open the refrig-
erator again – unless you want food or a 
beverage. Best Buy, Appliance Center, 
$2,299.99-$2,497.99.

Worx Landroid WG794 robotic lawn mower
With not too much set up, this battery-powered device 
can trim up to a quarter-acre yard, even with inclines of 20 
degrees. Its shock sensor system also allows the Landroid 
to mow around obstacles, and it returns to its base when it 
rains or is in need of recharging. Amazon.com, $933.85.

TP-Link’s Smart Wi-Fi LED 
Bulb with dimmable light 
(TP-LINK LB110)
Once the bulb is connected to Wi-
Fi, it can be controlled through the 
Kasa app for iOS and Android phones 
and tablets. Control features include 
adjusting the bulb’s brightness, pro-
gramming schedules, and keeping 
track of how much energy is used. 
ABC Warehouse, $24.
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TP-Link’s Wi-Fi Smart Plug (TP-LINK HS100)
Not every device that’s plugged into an AC wall outlet is smart, i.e., 
connects to the Internet. TP-Link’s Wi-Fi smart plug provides an 
IQ boost. With the Kasa app, this smart plug can be turned on or 
o� , giving you control over the devices plugged into it. So now that 
relaxing Lava Lamp will be burning bright for you when you get 
home. ABC Warehouse, $24.99.

Echo Plus
“Alexa,” Amazon’s wireless voice-controlled 
personal assistant that streams music, an-

swers questions, and is a friendly presence to the 
lonely, is also capable of running a home through 
any of the “smart” devices that link up to it, such 
as lightbulbs, thermostats, and door locks. Best 
Buy, $149.99.

Buying gifts for techno-junkies often make for 
the most di�  cult holiday purchases. So this 
year think smart — as in the smart home. 

No longer just the dreams of � e Jetsons fans, the 
smart home features Wi-Fi-enabled technologies 

controlled and accessed from almost anywhere, al-
most anytime. Here are 10 smart home gift ideas in 
a range of prices.

— KIRK BAIRD, BLADE STAFF WRITER

Venstar � ermostat
Similar to but not as pricey as the Nest, the Venstar 
� ermostat is easy to set up, has built-in Wi-Fi, and 

controls the temperature and humidity of a home through 
an app as well as voice control through Amazon’s Alexa. 
Amazon, $188.58.

Whirlpool 
Smart Top Load 
Washer/Smart 

Top Load Electric 
Dryer
Whirlpool’s Smart Top 
washer and dryer’s app 
provides alerts when laundry 
is � nished, and can start a 
load remotely. � is washer 
and dryer pair also connects 
with a Nest � ermostat to 
cut down on energy use and 
cost, and has a diagnostic 
tool to identify problems and 
notify Whirlpool customer 
service. Appliance Center, 
Home Depot, $1,167-$1,257              
for each.

Amazon Cloud 
Cam (Key Edition) 
with indoor secu-

rity camera and Amazon 
Key-compatible smart lock
Amazon already has the keys to the 
kingdom, so why not the key to your 
home? � is Amazon Key In-Home Kit 
takes that old lock and key and adds 
a keypad so friends, family, and even 
the friendly Amazon deliveryman 
(to Prime members only) can step 
in when you’re away. Amazon.com, 
$249.99 for Prime members.

Nest Learning        
� ermostat
Save money and feel like a 

time traveler from the future with 
this Wi-Fi-connected thermostat 
accessed through phone and tablet 
apps. � e Nest Learning � ermostat 
lowers energy consumption, stores 
temperature preferences, and tells 
you when the air � lters should be 
changed. Target, $249.99.
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